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One ofthe most popular structured Dff techniques is scan design.
Scan design add scan chains to a circuit which greatly improve the
testability ofacircuit. One of the Philips ED&Ttools is able to in
sert scan chains into acircuit on basis ofa netlist description ofthe
circuit. This traditional way ofinserting scan chains does not take
the physical positions of the flip flops on the layout into consid
eration. It generally introduces long scan chain wires. We show
that enormous reductions of the total wire length can be achieved
when the flip flops are ordered taking the layout information into
account. This reduces the routing area overhead and improves the
routability of a design.

The work described in this report consists of two parts. In part
one we describe a total new design ofa layout sensitive scan chain
insertion technique called LaySiChain. We present a fully auto
mated and user friendly LaySiChain tool based on the stripes al
gorithm. Experiments on industrial designs show an average wire
length improvement of 60%.

The second part describes approximation algorithms called local
search towards further improvements of LaySiChain. We intro
duce two local search strategies, variable depth search and tabu
search. Experimental results based on these strategies show ad
ditional wire length improvements of 35% compared to the im
provements obtained by the stripes algorithm.

Keywords: laysichain, scan design, scan test, scan chain, cost reduction, lay
out information, wire length improvement, routability, routing area
overhead, stripes algorithm, local search algorithm
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1 Introduction

In an era of sub-micron technology, testing for manufacturing defects has become an integ
ral part of the total design and production trajectory of integrated circuits. It is generally
accepted that it pays off to take testing into account during the design phase; this is re
ferred to as Design for Testability (Off). The most popular structured Off technique is
scan design. With scan design, the flip flops in a circuit are replaced by their scannable
variants and are threaded together to form shift registers called scan chains. In test mode,
the scan chains greatly improve the controllability and observability of a circuit.

The current tool set that Philips Electronic Design and Tools offers to internal customers
contains a tool called InScan which, on the basis of a netlist description of a circuit, is able
to insert scan chains into the circuit. This traditional way of inserting scan chains does not
take the physical positions of the flip flops in the layout into consideration. It generally
introduces long scan chain wires. The testability of the circuit is invariant under all per
mutations of the flip flops in the scan chains. We show that, ordering the flip flops in a
scan chain taking the layout information into account introduces enormous reductions of
the total wire length. This reduces the routing area overhead and increases the routabil
ity of a design. Although a prototype tool called LaySiChain using this technique showed
auspicious results, some serious obstacles are involved like the required Cadence Frame
work environment and the need for manual interactions.

Mter analysing the problem of creating scan chains with minimum cost, we first focus on
achieving a total new design of the LaySiChain functionality. We present a totally new
simplified and orderly design flow and a fully automated and user friendly LaySiChain
tool. The Cadence Framework is not required anymore. Experiments on various indus
trial designs showed an average wire length improvement of 60%.

In the second part we present approximation algorithms towards further improvements of
LaySiChain. We show that experiments using this so called local search algorithms result
in wire length improvements of even 35% compared to the wire length obtained by the
stripes algorithm.

This report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we first give an introduction to scan as
design for testability (DIT). Besides existing techniques that are able to reduce the costs
connected to scan also intrinsic degrees of freedom while creating scan chains are ex
plained. The next chapter gives a formal description of the problem creating one or more
scan chains with minimum costs. Further analysis of this problem shows the relationship
with a combination of two difficult mathematical problems. Chapter 4 gives an overview
of cost reduction techniques proposed by others. Mter discussing the current LaySiChain
design flow and explaining its improvement reasons a total new design of LaySiChain
functionality is described in Chapter 5. This includes an improved design flow and the
algorithm used to construct a scan chain routing with minimum wire length. Chapter 6 de
scribes even further improvements of LaySiChain using so-called local search algorithms
after which in Chapter 7 the experimental results of several algorithms are listed. Chapter
8 concludes this report.
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2 Scan design

2.1 Design for testability

In an era of sub-micron technology, testing for manufacturing defects has become an in
tegral part of the total design and production trajectory of integrated circuits. It is almost
impossible to perform exhaustive structure testing on large sequential circuits. A huge
amount of test patterns is needed to traverse all internal states of the circuit and further
more it is almost impossible to access the entire circuit via external input pins. These facts
result in increasing test complexity, associated with the costs of the testing process. These
costs are caused by test pattern generation, the cost of test equipment, and the costs related
to the test process. Because these costs can be high and may even exceed manufacturing
costs, it is important that they be kept within reasonable bounds. One way to accomplish
this goal is by the process of Design for Testability (DIT).

DIT can be described as the design effort that is especially employed to ensure that a device
is testable. There are two important attributes related to testability, namely controllability
and observability. Controllability is the ability to establish a specific signal value at each
node in a circuit by setting the values on the external inputs. Observability is the ability to
determine the signal value at any node in a circuit by observing the external outputs.

Testing involves applying test stimuli to the circuit, and then observing the responses. If
no specific DIT technique is used, the entire circuit can only be controlled through the ex
ternal input pins. Itmay be clear that for a large design the controllability will soon become
very poor, since the number of external input pins is limited and structures on the IC are
not directly accessible from the input pins. The observability will also decrease because of
the same reasons. Poor controllability and observability make the process of creating test
patterns very difficult. This may become so hard that it is no longer possible to get a high
fault coverage within a reasonable amount of time and costs. At this point the decision
must be made either to accept the lower fault coverage or apply DIT techniques.

There are several DIT techniques, but the most popular structured DIT technique is scan
design.

2.2 Scan design

2.2.1 Scan design concept

Scan design methodology a design for testability technique (OfT) has become a popular
technique for sequential circuits. It adds test mode control signals to a circuit, connects
flip flops to form a shift register in test mode, and makes additional primary input/output
of test shift registers controllable and observable.
To obtain shift registers, the flip flops in the circuit are replaced by scannable flip flops
and are these are threaded together to form a scan chain in test mode. These scan chains
then provide direct access, via additional test pins, to internal nodes, greatly improving the
controllability and observability of the circuit.
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Figure 1 shows a normal flip flop and a scannable flip flop. The scannable flip flop has a
two multiplexer input driving the data input of the normal flip flop. The control pin (TE)
selects the test or normal mode of the scannable flip flop.

D-r=l-Q
CLK~

1E

D

11

CLK---t:>-

DFF
Q

(a) Rip Rop (b) Scannable Rip Rop

Figure 1: (a) Normal flip flop (b) scan flip flop

In Figure 2 a scan chain is created, connecting the output pin (Q) of a scannable flip flop
with the TI pin of the next flip flop. The test enable pin (TE) selects the test or normal
mode of a scannable flip flop. Testing has now become much easier, since all flip flops
can be easily controlled and observed via the scan chain, the inputs and outputs of scan
flip !lops can be treated as pseudo primary inputs and outputs of the combinatorial logic.
This means that we are able to shift test patterns in the scan chain via the scan in pin (TI)
and apply them to the combinatorial logic. The outputs of the combinatorial logic can be
captured at the inputs of the scan flip flops and can be observed by shifting them out via
the scan out pin (SO).

TE

11 eLK

OFF

OFF

OFF

so

4

Figure 2: Full scan design
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2.2.2 Full scan

The ultimate in scan testing is full scan, in which all flip flops are replaced by scan flip
flops. Full scan provides full controllability over and observability of the entire status of
the circuit. We saw that the inputs and outputs of scan flip flops that are part of a scan
chain can be treated as pseudo primary inputs and pseudo primary outputs in test mode.
Because using full scan, all flip flops are replaced by scan flip flops and all scan flip flops
are inserted into scan chains, the sequential part of the circuit in test mode will be switched
off, leaving a fully combinatorial circuit. Instead of performing a sequential test on the
entire circuit, using full scan now enables the usage of a Combinatorial Automatic Test
Pattern Generation (C-ATPG) tool. Using full scan as DIT gives us then:

• Full controllability and observability

• High fault coverage

• Efficient test pattern generation, through the use ofC-ATPG

Costs using scan design:

• Additional circuitry and interconnect added for scannable flip flops increasing the
circuit area

• Possible performance penalty due to the increased propagation delay in the scan
chain flip flops

• Additional pins necessary for scan in, scan out, and scan control

• Increase testing time due to serialization of the test patterns

Though using scan design as DIT brings about a number of costs, there are some tech
niques to reduce the total cost of full scan.

2.2.3 Partial scan

A way to reduce the costs connected to full scan is making a set of all flip flops in a circuit
scannable. Erwin Trischler introduced this idea in 1980 under the name incomplete scan,
later it became known as partial scan [7]. In the beginning testability analysis was used
to decide which flip flops to make scannable. Many regard partial scan as yet another way
to make a design trade-off, in this case between fault coverage and cost.
The mainstream nowadays is cycle-cutting: selecting the scan flip flops such that a C
ATPG can be used. One ofthe latest techniques developed at Philips is SmartScan. SmartS
can uses a cycle-cutting algorithm to select the scan flip flops preserving a full fault cover
age equal to full scan. Making only a set of all flip flops scannable using SmartScan saves
circuit area and test time.
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2.2.4 Shift register recognition

Another technique to reduce the costs connected to full scan is the recognition of shift re
gisters in a circuit. A flip flop of which the data input directly comes from its preceding
flip flop, possibly through inverter pairs or buffers, does not require to be scan flip flop to
constitute a valid scan chain. The first flip flop in a shift register should always be a scan
nable one.
Figure 3 shows an example of shift register recognition. Figure 3a reflects a part of a cir
cuit consisting of three flip flops, where flip flop 2 is directly connected to flip flop 1 and
flip flop 3 is directly connected to flip flop 2 via their functional paths. If full scan is used,
all flip flops should be replaced by their scannable variants resulting in an additional mul
tiplexer and an additional scan wire for each flip flop. A scan chain is now obtained by
connecting the output of every scan flip flop to the scan input (TI) of the next flip flop
creating a shift register (3b). Because flip flop 2 and flip flop 3 are already functionally
connected to their preceding flip flop, both the inputs of the multiplexer are equal result
ing in a redundancy of this multiplexer. This means that we did not had to replace flip flop
2 and 3 by their scannable variants to preserve a valid scan chain.
Not replacing the flip flop that is part of a shift register by a scannable flip flop saves circuit
area but does not reduce the time needed for testing. InScan, the ED&T tool to insert scan
chains in a circuit, utilizes this technique resulting in an average reduction of the layout
area of51%.

(a) No Scan Design

(b) Full Scan (no shift register recognition)

~~7 t ~D: I ~";' i Q

SIJ E:
(c) Scan Design with shift register recognition

Figure 3: Shift register

We saw that there are several techniques to reduce the cost connected to full scan. These
techniques are all based on whether or not replacing a flip flop by a scannable flip flop.
Once those flip flops that have to be inserted into a scan chain is defined, scan chains can
be created. At this points there are some intrinsic degrees of freedom creating scan chains
in a circuit.
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2.3 Degrees of freedom while creating scan chains

When those flip flops that have to be part of a scan chain are given, the flip flops can be
treaded to form one or more scan chains. Though there are some rules to be observed cre
ating these scan chains there are some important degrees of freedom that could reduce the
cost of scan test.

1. The number of scan chains

2. The partition of the flip !lops

3. The order of the flip flops in a scan chain

ad]: For the actual testing ofa circuit, the number ofscan chains that is created is ofno im
portance, but the number of scan chains certainly is correlated with the total costs needed
for testing a design. Every test pattern has to be shifted in serially, and therefore the test
ing costs are largely determined by the time needed to shift the test patterns. To reduce the
testing time, it is preferable to create scan chains with as few as possible scan flip flops.
However every scan chain requires additional test pins.

Because the designer is aware of the pins that are available for test and the number of pins
that may be added for test purposes only, the number of scan chains will be determined by
the designer. Once the number of scan chains is defined, this number has to be maintained
and can therefore not be used in the further reduction of the costs connected to test.

ad2: Once the number of scan chains is defined, a partition of all the scan flip flops can
be created. For the real testing of the circuit it is of no importance which flip flop will be
inserted in what scan chain. But because the test patterns have to be shifted in serially, the
time needed to test a circuit certainly depends on the length of the scan chains. It is there
fore preferable to minimize the number of flip flops of the longest scan chain.

003: The testability of the circuit is invariant under all permutations of the flip flops in
the scan chains. We can however take the physical placement of the flip flops into account
to reduce the total wire length needed to form this chain with the objective to save circuit
area. A reduced wire length also improves the routability of the design.

The number of scan chains defined by the designer has to be maintained so this degree
of freedom is not useful in the further reduction of the costs. Certainly the partition of the
flip flops over the several scan chains can be used to reduce the time needed for testing a
circuit. Also the order of the flip flops in a scan chain could save circuit area.

As mentioned above, partial scan and shift register recognition are also techniques used
to reduce the cost connected to scan test. These techniques usually lead to constraints e.g.
when shift register recognition is used, those flip flops that are part of a shift register must
be kept together in this particular order and these flip flops must appear in the same scan
chain. If shift register recognition or partial scan is used for selecting the scan flip flops,
the associated constraints have to be taken into account when creating the scan chains.

@PhilipS Electronics N.V. 1997 7



3 Problem description and analysis

3.1 Introduction

Creating one or more scan chains in a circuit in principle consists of dividing the total col
lection of flip flops into one or more sets and then connecting the flip flops within a set to
form a scan chain. In this report we focus on the possibilities to reduce the cost of scan
test during the creation of one or more scan chains. Previous chapter showed that the cost
connected to scan can be reduced when the degrees of freedom creating scan chains in a
circuit are exploited advantageously. A part of the costs could be reduced by minimising
the number of flip flops in the longest chain by means of an appropriate partition of the
flip flops. This results in a reduced time needed for testing the circuit. Minimising the
total wire length of the scan chains by means of an appropriate order of the scan flip flops,
based on the physical placement of the flip flops in the layout, results in a reduction of the
circuit area and an improved routability. In the next sections we give a formal description
and analysis of the problem when creating scan chains reducing the test time and minim
izing the total wire length.

3.2 Problem description

In order to minimize the total wire length of the scan chains, some additional layout in
formation of the flip flops in required. We assume that this layout information by means
of the coordinates of all the flip flops is available. Reducing the total test time needed to
test a circuit requires no additional layout information. We also assume that the number of
scan chains is determined by the designer where also a number ofscan in and scan out pins
is given. Subsequently any partition and any order of the flip flops can be created, except
for those flip flops that are possibly constrained like the flip flops that are part of a shift
register. Before the problem ofcreating scan chains while reducing the cost is defined, we
first give some definitions.

Definition 3.1 (Chain element) A Chain element is defined as a set consisting of one or
more flip flops in an unchangeable order with given input and output coordinates. 0

Definition 3.2 (Chain element length) A Chain element length is defined as the total num
ber of flip flops in a chain element. 0

Definition 3.3 (Chain length) A Chain length is defined as the sum of the lengths of chain
elements in a scan chain. 0

Definition 3.4 (Chain wire length) The Chain wire length is defined as the sum of the dis
tances between the succeeding flip flops in the chain including the distance from the scan
in pin to the first flip flop in the chain and the distance from the last flip flop in the chain
to the scan out pin. 0

@Philips Electronics N.V. 1997 9



We can now define the problem as follows:

Given:

• A number of M chain elements

• A number of N scan chains to be created

• A number of 0 scan in and scan out pins

Question:

• Create N balanced scan chains (minimize the number of flip flops in the longest
chain)

• Minimize the total scan chain wire length

A scan chain always initiates at one scan in pin, but the last flip flop in the chain can be
connected to multiple scan out pins. Hence the number of scan pins 0 2: 2 x N. Usually
the number of scan out pins equals the number of scan in pins. Before analysing the prob
lem, a plain example is given for clarification. Figure 4 shows a possible situation given
a number of 7 chain elements, 2 scan in pins, and 2 scan out pins.

D

DTIDI
D

D

OJ]

IJ

[J so

[J so

Figure 4: Problem description example (situation)

The question is to create 2 balanced scan chains with minimal total chain wire length. In
Figure 5 a partition and an order of the flip flops has been created. It is clear that the chains
are equally balanced and that the chain wire length of each chain is minimized.
In the previous example, it was easy to create the two balanced scan chain with minimal
chain wire length. In practice, circuits with several hundreds and even several thousands
of flip flops are not exceptional. Minimizing the chain wire length in this cases is hard.
Next further analysis of the problem has been done.

3.3 Problem analysis

Previous section showed two conditions have to be answered when reducing the costs
when creating the scan chains.

1. Create N balanced scan chains

10 @PhilipS Electronics N.V. 1997



so

so

Figure 5: Problem description example (solution)

2. Minimize the total chain wire length

ad]: Creating N balanced scan chains implies that the collection of M chain elements
has to be divided into N sets of equal length. If all the chain elements only have a chain
element length of 1 this is a trivial operation. The difficulty occurs when chain elements
of different chain element lengths are involved. This problem resembles the Bin Design
problem according to Garey and Johnson [4].

The Bin Design Problem:
Instance:
Finite set V of items, a size s(u) E Z+ for each u E V, a positive integer bin capacity B,
and a positive integer K.
Question:
Is there a partition of V into disjoint set VI, V2, • •• , Vk such that the sum of the sizes of
the items in each Vi is B or less?
This problem is NP-complete because it can not be solved in polynomial time.

ad2: At the time a balanced partition is constructed, the best order of the chain elements
within a scan chain has to be determined in order to minimize the scan chain wire length.
So the shortest route beginning at the scan in pin, via all chain elements, ending at the scan
out pin has to be determined. This problem appears to have a strong relationship with the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [4].

The Travelling Salesman Problem:
Instance:
Set C of m cities, the Euclidean distance d(Ci, Cj) E Z+ for each pair of cities Ci, Cj E C,
positive integer B.
Question:
Is there a tour of C having length B or less, i.e., a permutation < Crr(I), Crr(2)l' •• ,crr(m) >
of C such that

(~ d(Cll(i)' Crr(i+l))) + d(Crr(m), Cll(l» ~ B?

This problem is NP-complete because it can not be solved in polynomial time. This prob
lem remains NP-complete if the distance is replaced by the L I rectilinear or manhattan

@PhilipsElectronicsN.V. 1997 11



distance.

As mentioned above, if both the conditions have to be answered, the problems that are
involved are both NP-complete. However in case of consecutively solving the problems,
this will probably not bring about the absolute total minimum wire length. Figure 6a shows
a solution ofperfectly balanced scan chains. The individual chain wire length is minimized
but the total wire length could be reduced by taking an other partition ofthe chain elements.
Ifelements A and B are switched the balancing is preserved and the distances between the
chain elements are reduced resulting in a minimum total scan chain wire length (Figure
6b).

chain 1
SI

chain 2
SI

A

Em]" ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ," ,,,

(a) Perfect balanced chains, no minimum wire length

so

so

chain 1
SI [E---++------II-

so

so

chain 2
SI

/[1--------_ ~ ,/'//
,/ ----I!:J..D.ur--------i}

(b) Perfect balanced chains, minimum wire length

Figure 6: Minimizing the total scan chain wire length

To obtain the absolute minimum scan chain wire length we have to create balanced scan
chains taking the layout information into account. Instead of solving the separate difficult
problems, we have to deal with a combination of the two difficult problems.

A problem is NP-complete if there does not exist an algorithm that solves the problem
in polynomial time. Therefore, to get a solution, an approximation heuristic is required.
Both the problems are NP-complete so certainly a combination of the two problems is NP
complete. So creating balanced scan chains with minimal scan chain wire requires the use
of approximation heuristics.
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4 PriorWork

Since the introduction ofscan design as aDesign for Testability technique, research is done
in the field of reducing the costs connected to scan design. Especially methods to reduce
the time to test a circuit caught the eye.

In 1991 Gupta [5] developed a methodology to construct a single scan chain that provides
reduction in test application time. He showed that the high test time caused by the need
for serial shifting of the test patterns can be reduced by ordering the flip flips in the ~can

chain such that those flip flops that need to be accessed more frequently are closer to the
scan-inlscan-out pins. Also Narayanan, Njinda, and Breuer [12] developed methods on
the basis of ordering flip flops in the chains so as to enable easy access to flip flops that are
frequently accessed.

Later on, multiple scan chains of equal length have been proposed. Scanning in and out
of the test patterns could be done parallel. Narayanan et al. [8, 10] considered the prob
lem of optimally constructing the multiple scan chains to minimize the overall test time.
The main idea was to assign flip flops involved in testing kernels with larger test lengths
to shorter chains. They demonstrated test time reductions with as much as 40% over equal
length chains.

Narayanan and Breuer at the University of Southern California developed a methodology
based on reconfiguring scan chains to minimize the shifting time in applying test patterns
to a device [9,11]. The main idea was to employ multiplexers to bypass registers that are
not frequently accessed in the test process and hence reduce the overall test time. Imple
mentation results on two data path circuits demonstrated test time reductions as large as
75% over the traditional schemes at the expense of 1-3 multiplexers.

Previous described methods only used reordering, partitioning, and bypass techniques to
reduce the costs of scan. Despite this methods led to a reduction of the time to test a cir
cuit, no reduction of the area overhead due to the scan path is achieved.

A technique that does reduce both the time needed to test a circuit and the additional sil
icon area caused by the use of scan design is partial scan. For several years many partial
scan solutions have been proposed. One of the latest methods called SmartScan was in
troduced by Marinissen and Muijen at Philips Research Laboratories [7].

In 1996 Dowd from Fujitsu Microelectronics [3] demonstrated the importance of the in
sertion of scan chain in a design taking the layout information into account. By means of
the increasing complexity and integration of the ICs, he indicated that randomly ordering
the scan flip flops in a scan chain could cause a rat's nest effect and congestion. Therefore
a methodology called post-placement scan chain re-reordering was developed to reduce
the routing area overhead.

In the same year Chen, Lin, and Hwang at the Tsing Hua University of Taiwan proposed a
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matching based algorithm to perform simultaneously the selecting and chaining ofscan flip
flops taking the layout information account with the main objective of achieving minimum
routing area overhead [6, 2]. In the design flow they first replaced the flip flops with their
scannable versions. Subsequently a placement and global routing was achieved. Lastly
the flip flops were connected to form a scan chain according to the placement information
of the flip flops. Experimental results showed that a good chaining of flip flops could result
in a 57% reduction of routing area.

All the prior work mentioned above demonstrates that not only techniques to reduce the
time needed for testing a circuit can be used to reduce the costs connected to scan, also the
reduction of silicon area overhead caused by scan design has become an essential part.
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5 LaySiChain improvements

5.1 Introduction

The current tool set that Philips Electronic Design and Tools (ED&T) offers to internal
customers contains tools, which on the basis of a netlist description of a circuit, are able
to insert scan chains into the circuit. Because the order of the flip flops in the scan chains
is of no importance for testing the circuit, it is favorable to take the layout information of
the flip flops into account when determining the order of the flip flops in the scan chains.

ED&T also provides a tool called LaySiChain that is able to order the flip flops in the scan
chains taking the layout information into account, but the design steps required to achieve
this are rather inefficient and laborious. With the recently available parser, which enables
to read a layout description language, possibilities have come into sight to achieve a scan
chain routing taking the layout information into account efficiently and more elegantly.

Mter explaining the current design flow and the improvement reasons, possible improved
design flows of LaySiChain are introduced and examined leading to one new improved
design flow. Mterwards this improved design flow and lastly the new improved LaySi
Chain tool will be explained.

5.2 The LaySiChain flow

Scan design as a Design for Testability technique can be used to ensure a design is test
able. Scan design adds test mode control signals to a circuit, connects flip flops to form
a scan chain in test mode and enables easy controllability over and observability of the
entire status of the circuit. InScan, the ED&T scan chain inserter tool, is a synthesis tool
which adds scan testability to a circuit. However, the InScan routing is purely based on
the netlist. This causes unnecessary and unpredictably long wiring in the scan chains. In
Scan does use some cost reduction techniques e.g. shift register recognition but in order
to minimize the total wire length used to connect the flip flops which are part of a scan
chain, LaySiChain the layout sensitive scan chain inserter was introduced. The objective
of LaySiChain is to propose the designer of a circuit with a scan chain routing order that
is most efficient to the placement of these flip flops in the layout.

In the next sections the InScanlLaySiChain design flow will be illustrated. Mter that a
brief description of InScan and LaySiChain is given to explain the data that is involved.

5.2.1 The design flow

Figure 7 shows the several steps in the InScanlLaySiChain design flow. Mter a netlist
description of the circuit has been created, probably with a synthesis tool, the designer
executes InScan(l). InScan(l) determines which flip flops have to become scannable but
the scan chains are however not yet constructed which means that all the scan enable pins
and scan input pins are dangling. After the InScan(1) the floor planning of the design has to
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be perfonned resulting in a design layout. LaySiChain can be used to create a proposition
of a scan chain order that is shortest with respect to the total wire length, connecting the
flip flops to form a scan chain. LaySiChain writes out an InScan compatible order file
containing the proposed order of the flip flops. Mter this InScan(2) creates the final layout
ordered scan chains on basis of this proposed order. Finally, using the original floor plan,
the design can be routed.

Figure 7: The InScan/LaySiChain flow

5.2.2 InScan

InScan is a sophisticated and flexible testability synthesis tool which adds scan testability
to digital, block synchronous ICs. It replaces nonnal flip flops (D-type flip flops) by scan
flip flops (muxed flip flops) and creates one or more scan chains. InScan allows full user
control over such aspects as the choice of the scan flip flop, the number of scan chains, bal
ancing of the chains and the routing of the scan flip flops. InScan also applies techniques
to reduce the cost connected to scan design. These techniques are automatic balancing of
the chains and shift register recognition.

Previous section showed that two InScan runs are required in the InScan/LaySiChain design
flow. InScan(l) first replaces all the flip flops in the circuit by scannable flip flops. Mter
that a clock analysis is done to determine the number ofclock domains of the circuit and to
determine which flip flops are part of what clock domain. Mter a optional shift register re
cognition phase, a balanced partition of the flip flops per clock domain is made according
to the optional user options. A layout options file, a specification of the scannable compon
ents of the circuit per clock domain, is generated. Also a routing plan file and a scannable
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netlist are created. Figure 8 shows the relevant input and output files.

Netlist IoScao data Options

InScan (1)
Flip flop replacement

Scannable Routing plan Lopt
Netlist

Figure 8: InScan flip flop replacement

InScan(2) executes all the steps done by InScan(l) except for the layout options genera
tion. Additionally, it reads the proposed order on basis of a layout order file generated by
LaySiChain and balances the chains preserving the proposed order as much as possible.
Finally the partition and the order of the flip flops are written to a routing plan file and the
scannable netlist is created. Figure 9 displays the relevant input and output files. Next a
brief description of the input and output files is given.

Netlist InScan data Options Lord

InScan (2)
Scan chain routing

Scannable
Netlist

Routing plan

The InScan input files:

Figure 9: InScan scan chain routing
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• Netlist is a verilog, EDIF, or binary netlist of a circuit without scan chains.

• InScan Data file contains the user constraints like elements tied to scan pins or pre
defined chains.

• Options are the user options e.g. the maximum number of flip flops in a scan chain
and the number of scan chains in the design.

• Lord (Layout order file) contains the proposed order of the flip flops created by Lay
SiChain.

The InScan output files:

• Scannable netlist is netlist with the test circuitry.

• Routing plan contains the partition and the order of the flip flops in the scan chain(s).

• Lopt (Layout options file) is required when LaySiChain is used. The file contains a
specification of the scannable components of the circuit per clock domain.

5.2.3 LaySiChain

LaySiChain, the layout sensitive scan chain inserter, is an ED&T tool operating in the Ca
dence Design Framework environment. The objective of LaySiChain is to propose a scan
chain routing that minimizes the scan chain wiring length of the layout of the circuit.

Before LaySiChain can reorder the flip flops the following information is required.

1. The layout options file (lopt), a specification of the scannable components of the
circuit per clock domain created by InScan(l)

2. The layout information retrieved from the Cadence Framework via a Design Ex-
change Format file (def), a flat netlist description with layout information.

Once the input information is available, a new order can be created using the LaySiChain
form in the Cadence Design Framework. For every clock domain in the design, the com
ponents that can be reordered are read from the the lopt file and their layout coordinates
are extracted from the layout. Subsequently a new tour is created as follows. The layout is
divided into tracks of equal width. Then a new tour is created by routing the components
in the even tracks upwards and the components in the odd track downwards, until all the
components are visited. Figure 10 shows a tour using 4 tracks.

Because the width of the tracks has influence on the total length of the tour, the number of
tracks can be changed in the LaySiChain form manually. There is also an possibility to get
a layout view of the proposed order of the components. The shortest wire length can be
found in interaction with the layout view and the LaySiChain form. Applying LaySiChain
on several designs demonstrated wire length reduction of40% to even 94% of the original
InScan scan chain order. When the proposed order and wire length satisfies, this order will
be saved as a layout order file for use in a consecutive InScan run.
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Figure 10: Layout divided in tracks

5.3 LaySiChain improvement reasons

Previous section showed that when LaySiChain is used, enormous reductions of the total
layout wire length can be achieved. However there are some serious obstacles using Lay
SiChain namely:

1. Cadence Design Framework required

2. Manual interaction required

3. Redundancy of the layout options (lopt) file

Cadence Design Framework required
In contrast to InScan, LaySiChain can only be used in a Cadence Framework environment.
First InScan creates a layout options (lopt) file. After this we have to go into the Cadence
Framework to be able to execute LaySiChain. Lastly InScan can be executed without the
need for the Framework. Furthermore, due to the need for the Framework, LaySiChain is
not automatically iteratable. The InScan/LaySiChain flow could be simplified if the Ca
dence Framework could be skipped.

Manual interaction required
The search for the minimum total wire length has to be done manually. Based on the lay
out view and the LaySiChain form, the designer has to adjust the number of tracks and the
orientation of the tracks that produces the minimum wire length.

Redundancy of the layout options (lopt) file
The lopt file contains a specification of the flip flops of the circuit per clock domain that
can be reordered. Also the constrained groups of flip flops e.g. shift registers are defined in
here. Formerly, those constraints were not apparent in the the routing plan, but recently the
routing plan is extended with these constraints to be able to specify these constraints ex
actly. Because the routing plan represents a full description of the scan chains and besides
this a specification of the flip flops per clock domain, the lopt file contains no additional
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information. The lopt file can therefore be replaced by the actual routing plan.

5.4 Possible new design flow scenarios

Recently a parser to read a design exchange format (def) has been developed. This so
called def reader is able to obtain layout information of the components in the scan chains,
without the need for the Cadence Framework. Also, since extending the routing plan file
with order constraints, this routing plan contains all the information required to perfot:rn a
legal reordering of the components of the scan chains.

On the basis of the def reader and the routing plan a new and more efficient LaySiChain
resulting in an improved design flow can be developed. This enables several possibilities
to fit a new version ofLaySiChain into the flow. Next the several possible scenarios of the
flow are explained. After comparing the advantages and disadvantages the best new flow
is selected.

5.4.1 The possible scenarios

We can define two main scenarios namely:

1. LaySiChain as a separate tool

2. LaySiChain integrated with InScan

1. LaySiChain as a separate tool

First InScan is used to create a hierarchical routing plan file (rpl). Because the rpl is a
description of the scan chains as determined by InScan and because the rpl contains the
same information as in the previously used lopt file this rpl file is used as input for LaySi
Chain. Also the Layout information is required, so the second input file is a def file which
is a flat netlist description with layout information of the circuit. Figure 11 shows the flow
using LaySiChain as a separate tool.

LaySiChain reorders the components according to the Layout information. With this new
order of the components, a scannable netlist has to be created, so there has to be an second
InScan run.

Because def is a flat netlist description and the routing plan contains hierarchy the rout
ing plan has to be flattened first to be able to match the component names in the routing
plan with those in the def netlist by concatenating the instance names of the several hier
archicallevels. After reordering the components the new order of the components has to
be presented to InScan. There are several possibilities for a LaySiChain output file to be
used as input for InScan.
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Figure 11: InScan Flow with separate LaySiChain

1. Layout order file (lord) based on chain reordering
LaySiChain reorders the components and preserves the balancing of the chains of
the routing plan. For every chain, the order of all the components including the scan
in pin and the scan out pin names are written to a lord file as full chain order, using
the flat names of the components. InScan uses this new order to create the new scan
chains.
Advantages:
- No balancing ofchains within InScan required because the balancing of the chains
is preserved by LaySiChain
- No difficult recovering of the hierarchy within LaySiChain because InScan already
contains a hierarchy recovering module that can be used to translate the lord file into
a hierarchical routing plan

2. Layout order file (lord) based on clock domain reordering
LaySiChain reorders the components in every separate clock domain of the rpl. For
every clock domain the order of the several components are written to a lord file as
clock domain order using the flat names of the components. InScan uses this pre
ferred order to create the new scan chains. The order of the components in the lord
are soft constraints.
Advantages:
- No difficult recovering of the hierarchy within LaySiChain
Disadvantages:
- Difficult balancing of chains within InScan because of the many constraints in the
lord file
- Balancing could disturb the layout order and could provoke an increased wire length
- An improved InScan balancer to handle the lord constraints has to be developed

3. Routing plan file (rpl) based on chain reordering
LaySiChain reorders the components preserving the balancing of the chain accord
ing to the rpl. LaySiChain outputs a complete hierarchical and a valid rpl file. This
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rpl can be used as a proposal to InScan.
Advantages:
- InScan only executes the proposed rpl so no difficult balancing algorithms are needed
within InScan
Disadvantages:
- A difficult rpl hierarchy recovering module in LaySiChain required
- Pin creation of hierarchical sub levels of rpl in LaySiChain

4. Routing plan file (rpl) based on clock domain reordering
LaySiChain reorders the components in every separate clock domain of the rpi. This
means that after reordering the components in the several clock domains, LaySi
Chain has to create new balanced chains according to the the user defined options
(length and number).
Advantages:
- InScan only executes the proposed rpl so no difficult balancing algorithms are needed
in InScan
Disadvantages:
- Difficult balancing and hierarchy recovering of chains in LaySiChain
- Pin creation of hierarchical sub levels of rpl in LaySiChain

2. LaySiChain integrated with InScan

This scenario consists of two separate InScan runs. There is no separate LaySiChain tool,
the reordering of the components with respect to the layout is performed by InScan. First a
scannable netlist is created so the placement of the components can be done. Then InScan
is executed for the second time with the def file as input to create balanced chains taking
the layout information into account.
This scenario contains some general advantages. Because there are less tools less manuals
and less examples have to be created. An disadvantage is that LaySiChain specific options
have to be added to InScan that could lead to indistinctness in the InScan usage.

.- ---jl Netlist

l
InScan

1
InScan

LaySiChain

!scannable
Netlist

scannable
Netlist

de!

22

Figure 12: InScan Flow integrated LaySiChain
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LaySiChain will be integrated in the internal InScan flow. There are two possibilities to
fit in the reordering of the components.

1. Scan chain based reordering
The reordering of the components is done after balancing the chains. Figure 13
shows a part of the InScan routing plan modifications flow.

Routing plan

Routing plan

Figure 13: The InScan routing plan modifications flow with scan chain based reordering

Advantages:
- Balancing without layout constraints is easier and the existing balancer can be used
Disadvantage:
- Integration of LaySiChain in InScan causes an indistinct design flow

2. Clock domain based reordering
The reordering of the components is done before the balancing of the chains. Figure
14 shows a part of the InScan routing plan modifications flow.

Disadvantages:
- Balancing could disturb the layout order and could provoke an increased wire length
- Complex balancing of chains due to the layout constraints
- Integration of LaySiChain in InScan causes an indistinct design tlow
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Figure 14: The InScan routing plan modifications flow with clock domain based reorder
ing

5.4.2 Conclusion

If we take a close look at the two possible scenarios there are several reasons using Lay
SiChain as separate tool.

1. Separating the LaySiChain tool clarifies the design flow for users

2. Running LaySiChain is a cooperation between the DfT designer and the layout en
gineer

3. Integration in InScan obscures the LaySiChain functionality

4. A separate LaySiChain tool emphasizes 'LaySiChain' as a well-known name

Because InScan already contains hierarchy recovering, it is unnecessary to add hierarchy
recovering functionality to LaySiChain. This implies a layout order (lord) file as LaySi
Chain output. The current LaySiChain version (the Cadence Framework version) minim
izes the total wire length per clock domain because the layout options file does not contain
any information about scan chain lengths. Mter reordering the chain elements, this pro
posed order is written to a layout order (lord) file. InScan(2) has to perform the balancing
of the chains again on basis of this proposed order. If multiple scan chains are desired
within a clock domain InScan has to split the proposed order leading to unnecessary long
wires.

Preserving the balancing of the chains facilitates the connection with InScan. If LaySi
Chain preserves the balancing of the chains as defined by InScan(l), then InScan(2) can
take over this balancing from LaySiChain. The proposed order of the chain elements does
not have to be split up any more.
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In the next section the improved design flow of LaySiChain as a separate tool based on
chain reordering will be explained in detaiL

5.5 The improved LaySiChain

5.5.1 Requirements

In Chapter 3 we saw that creating multiple balanced scan chains with minimal wire length
brings about solving a combination of two difficult mathematical problems. However us
ing the ED&T InScan/LaySiChain flow InScan determines the balancing of the chains.
Because the routing plan contains a full description of the scan chains the combined prob
lem is facilitated for LaySiChain. LaySiChain still has to reduce the total wire length re
quired, but it has to maintain the balancing of the chains as determined by InScan instead
of creating the balancing. This means that the partition of the flip flops can be altered but
the number of scan chains and the chain lengths defined in the routing plan have to be pre
served.

Furthermore, InScan uses cost reduction techniques like shift register recognition. This
implies groups of flip flops in a constrained unchangeable order. The user can also define
constraints like flip flops tied to scan pins or predefined sub chains. All these constraints
are defined in the routing plan and have to be maintained by LaySiChain. Summarizing
we can define the main requirements LaySiChain has to comply with as follows.

1. Minimize the total scan chain wire length

2. Preserve the balancing of the chains as determined by InScan

3. Preserve the order of the constrained flip flops

5.5.2 The design flow

Globally seen, the improved flow resembles the current InScan/LaySiChain flow but some
major internal enhancements have been applied. One of the major alterations is that the
Cadence Framework is no longer required. Again the flow consists of two InScan execu
tions, InScan(l) before LaySiChain and InScan(2) after LaySiChain. Figure 15 shows the
improved flow.

We can distinguish four phases in the InScan/LaySiChain design flow.

1. InScan(l)

2. Floor planning

3. LaySiChain

4. InScan(2)
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Figure 15: The improved LaySiChain flow

InScan(l)
In this InScan execution, the flip flops that have to become scannable are replaced by their
scannable equivalents. Optionally shift register recognition is performed to reduce the
number of flip flops that have to be replaced. A netlist is created with the scan flip flops
but the scan chains are not routed. This means that the scan enable and the scan inputs of
the scan flip flops are dangling. InScan(1) also creates a routing plan (rpl), a description
of the scan chains of the design.

Floor planning
In this phase a layout is created by performing the placement of the components in the
scannable netlist using e.g. a placement and routing tool like Ce113. The layout does not
necessarily have to be routed.

LaySiChain
After InScan(1) and floor planning, enough data has been generated to be able to run Lay
SiChain. LaySiChain reads in the routing plan (rpl) file from InScan(1) and a design ex
change format (def) file from the floor planning tool. Subsequently LaySiChain attempts to
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decrease the total wire length needed to connect the components in the several scan chains
by reordering these components according to the layout information retrieved from the def.
Lastly, a layout order file (lord) is created, which describes a proposed new order of the
components in the several scan chains.

InScan(2)
With the original netlist and the lord file, InScan(2) generates a new scannable netlist with
the scan chains routed as defined in the lord file. This final scannable netlist now contains
scan chains with minimum wire length. Shift register recognition can be omitted because
the lord file contains the shift registers found during execution of InScan(I).

The layout can now be routed according to the final scannable netlist. If the layout was
already routed, this netlist can be used to update the layout with the new scan component
connections.

5.5.3 The LaySiChain main internal Dow

In this section the main internal flow of LaySiChain is explained. Figure 16 shows the
several steps LaySiChain performs. After reading the def file, all phases in the flow are
based on routing plan operations.

ReadDefFile
This part reads the def netlist specified by the user and checks its correctness.

ReadRplFile
This part reads the routing plan specified by the user and checks its correctness.

FlattenRpl
Because the def netlist is a flat netlist description language and the routing plan mostly
consists of hierarchical levels the routing plan has to be flattened. Flattening the routing
plan means concatenating the instance names of the flip flops of the hierarchical levels sep
arated by the same separator symbol as used in the components names in the def netlist.

ClusterConstraints
The routing plan contains all the information required for legal reordering ofthe scan chains.
Legal reordering means that all the constraints specified in the routing plan, e.g. groups of
flip flops that form a shift register or flip flops tied to a scan pin, have to be maintained. In
this part all the (constrained) flip flops will be clustered to form chain elements. As defined
in Chapter 3 a chain element consist of one or more flip flops. If e.g. a group of eight flip
flops is constrained as a shift register a new chain element will be created containing those
eight flip flops. After clustering the constraints the routing plan only consists of chain ele
ments with chain element lengths of one or more.
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Figure 16: LaySiChain, The main flow

GetDefCoordinates
Collects of all the flip flops, the scan in pin, and scan out pin the coordinates, if specified
in the def netlist, and adds this information to the flat clustered routing plan. Chain ele
ments that contain flip flops that do not exist in the def netlist or that contain flip flops of
which no coordinates are specified in the def netlist are removed from the routing plan.
These chain elements do not participate in the chain improvement phase but are saved and
restored afterwards.

For all the chain elements in the routing plan, the input coordinates will be set to the co
ordinates of the first flip flop of this chain element and the output coordinates to the last
flip flop in the chain element. Also the internal wire length of every chain element, the
total wire length required to connect the flip flops of the chain element, will be calculated.
Ifa chain element only contains one flip flop, the input coordinates are equal to the output
coordinates and the internal wire length equals zero.

Eventually the wire length of every chain, the wire length required to connect all the chain
elements of the chain plus the internal wire lengths of the separate chain elements, will be
calculated. If the coordinates of the scan in pin and the scan out pins are found also the
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wire length required to connect the scan in pin to the first chain element and the wire length
required to connect the last chain element to the scan out pins are taken into account. The
routing plan is now prepared to enter the improvement phase.

Improve
This part attempts to improve the total wire length required to connect the chain elements
in the several scan chains. In this improved version of LaySiChain the stripes algorithm
is applied to reduce the total wire length of every chain in the routing plan. The stripes al
gorithm will be explained in detail in the next section. In the next chapter new algorithms
will be proposed.

RecoverElements
Those chain elements, that are saved in the GetDefCoordinates part because of the lack of
coordinates or because they were not found in the def design at all, are returned to the rout
ing plan in order to obtain a complete routing plan again. In principle these elements are
inserted as last elements in the chain they are derived from except for the chain elements
that were constrained to the scan in pin which are inserted as first. Recovering these ele
ments implies a sub optimal chain order with respect to the wire length so warnings are
issued.

WriteLord
Finally the improved chain order of chain elements are written to the layout order (lord)
file as full chain orders. This means that every chain is fully specified in the lord file. A
chain order starts with the name of the scan in pin, followed by the instance names of the
flip flops within the chain elements, finishing with the name of the scan out pin. Multiple
scan out pins can syntactically be specified in the lord file. A warning must be given by
InScan when this occurs.

5.5.4 The algorithm

We saw that preserving the balancing of the chains determined by InScan created a lot
of advantages. One big advantage is the reduction of the combined mathematical problem
creating scan chains as defined in Chapter 3. Creating balanced scan chains with minimum
wire length then turns to minimising the total wire length and preserving the balancing.

A well-known approach of finding tours for large geometric TSP's with little effort is the
stripes heuristic [14]. The problem area is cut into vertical or horizontal stripes in such
way that all stripes contain the same number of points. Figure 17 shows a tour for a 16
city TSP.
The problem area is cut into four stripes of equal cities. The tour is constructed as fol
lows. We start at the city of the first stripe with the lowest vertical coordinate, proceed to
the city ofstripe 1with next higher vertical coordinate, etc., until all cities of the first stripe
are collected. The city with the highest vertical coordinate in stripe 1 is then connected to
the city with the highest vertical coordinate in stripe 2, and stripe 2 is scanned downwards.
All remaining stripes are then scanned, connecting the cities in the obvious way.
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Figure 17: A TSP solution using the Stripes Algorithm

For the first version of the improved LaySiChain, we use the stripes algorithm because pre
vious LaySiChain version used an equivalent algorithm that proved to be able to achieve
enormous reductions of the wire length.

Because the stripes algorithm is not the only algorithm that can be used to minimize the
total wire length of the scan chains a flexible environment has been developed. A basic
abstract object 'algorithm' enables the possibility to create several derived algorithm ob
jects. Figure 18 shows the object algorithm with the derived from object stripes algorithm.
Also algorithm A and algorithm B are derived from object algorithm.

Figure 18: The algorithm object environment

In the improved LaySiChain, the stripes algorithm is extended to a fully automatic al
gorithm on basis of the stripes algorithm. This algorithm is able to determine the number
of stripes and the orientation of the stripes that corresponds to the route with the minimum
wire length without the need for manual interaction.
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In the previous section we saw that the routing plan is prepared before entering the im
provement phase. Just before entering the improvement phase the routing plan only con
tains scan chains with chain elements of which the input and output coordinates are spe
cified. In principle there are no chain elements that are mutually constrained so any route
between the chain elements is a legal route except for the possible tied to scan pin con
straints of the first and last chain element in the chain. If the coordinates of the scan in pin
and the scan out pins are specified then we have to include the distances between the scan
in pin and the first chain element in the chain and the distance between the last element in
the chain and the scan out pins.

To find the best solution for every scan chain we could evaluate all possible number of
stripes both vertically oriented and horizontally oriented, but because the problem area
on which the chain elements are positioned on the layout usually is square, the number of
tracks required to create the route with the minimum wire length will be close to the square
root of the number of chain elements. The best number of stripes has to be found stilL

The scan chains can be routed both vertically and horizontally with different number of
stripes starting at all the four comers of the layout. The route as specified in the routing
plan (created by InScan) is saved as best solution so far. For every comer we can define
the following steps both with horizontally and vertically oriented stripes.

1. Divide the free routable chain elements into the number of stripes of equal chain
elements

2. Create a route according to the stripes algorithm principle

3. Calculate the total wire length of the chain

4. Compare this solution to the best solution so far and save this solution as best so far
if the wire length has decreased

The algorithm starts with the square root ofthe number ofchain elements number of stripes.
Then the number of stripes is decreased by one and the steps mentioned above are per
formed again. Mter this the number of stripes is increased by two, decreased by three on
so on.

A dynamic termination criterion is developed to obtain the solution with the minimum
wire length without attempting the maximal number of stripes. In order to find the best
solution without performing unnecessary work the algorithm terminates when for a num
ber of iterations no improvement of the wire length was found. For the calculation of the
wire length, the rectilinear £1 distances or manhattan distances are used because on the
real design layout the wires can only be routed strict horizontally and vertically.
Several experiments on different designs with different values of the number of iterations
showed that ifthe number ofiterations equals ten, then most of the time the best solution or
a solution close to the best solution was found. The algorithm did not terminate too early
and did not perform unnecessary work. The experimental results, using LaySiChain with
the stripes algorithm on various industrial designs, are described in Chapter 7.
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6 Towards further improvements

6.1 Introduction

Solving a combinatorial optimization problem like the travelling salesman problem amounts
to finding the 'best' or 'optimal' solution among a finite or countably infinite number of
alternative solutions. An option solving a combinatorial optimization problem constitutes
the class ofapproximation algorithms, often also called heuristic algorithms. Local Search
algorithms are approximation algorithms from this class. They are not like many other
heuristics, as e.g. the stripes heuristic, that try to create the solution with minimum costs
from scratch. Local search algorithms are based on stepwise improvement on the value
of the cost function by exploring neighbour solutions starting with a valid initial solution.
In the next section the local search principle will be explained. Because local search al
gorithms only result in a local optimal solution extensions of the basic principle are in
troduced subsequently. Mter that a mapping to the scan chain routing problem is done.
Lastly a performance improvement technique is introduced.

6.2 Local search basics

The Local Search algorithms can be used to solve traveling salesman like problems. In or
der to explain the basics of this technique we take a standard travelling salesman problem
to make things more clearly. A formal description of the TSP is given in Section 3.3.

Figure 19 illustrates the TSP with 10 cities.

8
8G

0) 0

8 (0 8

(0 0

Figure 19: A 1O-city TSP problem
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We can distinguish three basic elements in a local search algorithm.

1. A valid initial solution

2. A cost function

3. A neighbour structure

A valid initial solution
A local search algorithm always starts with a initial solution. This can be any solution as
long as it complies with the rules of a valid solution. If we take the TSP example an initial
solution could be a randomly chosen tour visiting all the cities once. Figure 20 shows a
randomly chosen tour. This tour is valid because all cities are involved.

Initial tour:
12947568310

Figure 20: An initial solution of a lO-city TSP problem

A cost function
Amajor part of a local search algorithm is the cost function. The cost function ofa solution
is a mapping from the solution to a value. For the TSP example the cost function of a solu
tion is defined as the sum of distances between the cities in the tour. In this example the
value of the cost function only depends on the distance between the cities. Cost functions
of solutions of more complex combinatorial optimizations problems are often composed
of multiple dependencies.

A neighbour structure
Before explaining the meaning of a neighbour structure first a definition is given.

Definition 6.1 (Neighbour solution) A solution N is called a neighbour solution of solu
tion S if solution N is 'close' to solution S in some sense. 0

The solution neighbourhood of a solution S is the set of neighbour solutions of solution
S. A solution neighbourhood presupposes a neighbour structure. This neighbour structure
can be defined as a modification of a solution resulting in a neighbour solution.
If we look at the TSP example again a neighbour structure could be a two city exchange.
A neighbour solution can be obtained from a given solution S by swapping two arbitrary
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cities in the tour. The set of solutions constructed by all the possible two city swaps in a
solution S is then called the neighbourhood of solution S. Figure 21 gives an example of a
two city exchange in the TSP example. A neighbour solution is created by swapping cities
3 and 9 in the route. The dotted lines display the old route.

Initial tour :
12947568310
New tour:
12347568910

Figure 21: A 2-city exchange

The local search algorithm starts with a valid initial solution. Next it continuously tries to
find a better solution by exploring the neighbourhood of the current solution for a solution
with lower cost. Ifsuch a solution is found the current solution is replaced by this solution.
The algorithm terminates when no strict improvement can be obtained anymore. Figure
22 gives a pseudo code of a general local search algorithm.

Procedure LocalSearch;
Begin

Create initial solution S;
Repeat

Pick best neighbour solution T of S;
If cost(T) < cost(S) Then S = T;

Until cost(T) >= cost(S) for all neighbours of S;
End;

Figure 22: Local search pseudo code

An important disadvantage of the local search algorithms is that of local optimality. This
means by definition, local search algorithms terminate in a local optimum and there is gen
erally no guarantee as to 'how far' this local optimum is from a global optimum. The qual
ity ofthe local optimum obtained by a local search algorithm strongly depends on the initial
solution and for most combinatorial optimization problems no guidelines are available for
an appropriate choice of the initial solution.

To avoid the disadvantage mentioned above one might consider the following alternative
approaches.
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• Execution ofa local search algorithm for a large number ofdifferent initial solutions.

• Introduction ofa more complex neighbourhood structure, in order to be able to search
a larger part of the solution space.

• Extending the local search algorithm by accepting in a limited way transitions cor
responding to an increase in the value of the cost function; note that in pure local
search algorithms only those transitions are accepted that correspond to a decrease
in cost.

The first alternative increases the chance of finding better minima. Success is limited,
though. Using more complex neighbourhood structures requires expert knowledge of the
specific combinatorial optimization problem. The last alternative is simple extension of
the basic local search algorithm. Accepting an increase of the value of the cost function in
a limited way requires a strategy. In the next section the several strategies are explained.

6.3 Local search strategies

The intention of extending local search algorithms is not to end in a local optimum, but
to escape from this local optimum in order to find the global best solution. This can only
be achieved by accepting in limited wayan increase in the value of the cost function. In
Figure 23 this escape principle is explained. This figure depicts a possible route of solu
tion transitions the local search algorithm could perform. Suppose we start in the initial
solution A. Next all the neighbour solutions are examined and the initial solution is re
placed by the solution with the lowest value of the cost function namely solution B. If
only decreases of the value of the cost functions are permitted, the algorithm would end
in the local optimal solution C because no further improvement is found then.

If the algorithm is extended by accepting increases of the value of the cost function the
next best neighbour solution D is found and subsequently solution E which already has
a lower value of the cost function compared to the local optimal solution C. Mter some
iterations global best solution F will be found.

Finding a global solution requires more than accepting increases of the value of the cost
function. There are two other subjects we have to take into consideration.

1. A infinite loop exclusion technique. Avoid infinite loops that could occur when ac
cepting increases of the value of the cost function. Suppose we start with a solution
S and the neighbourhood of solution S is evaluated. A solution T with an increased
value of the cost function is selected as best neighbour solution ofa solution S. From
this point the neighbourhood of solution T is evaluated. Solution S is part of this
neighbourhood. Suppose solution S in the best solution of this neighbourhood. If
solution S is selected again the algorithm goes into a infinite loop and therefore will
never terminate.
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Figure 23: Local search solutions transition route

2. A termination criterion. Ifno increases of the value of the cost function are permit
ted the algorithm always terminates namely when no improvement can be obtained
anymore. This is not the case when increases are permitted. If no termination cri
terion is specified the algorithm continues forever.

There are several strategies to extend local search algorithms like simulated annealing,
tabu search, and variable depth. Because tabu search and variable depth are implemented
these strategies are explained next. More information about simulated annealing can be
found in Aarts and Korst [1].

6.3.1 Tabu search

Tabu search can be used as a strategy to extend the local search algorithm. Increases of the
value of the cost function are permitted. The characteristic of tabu search is that it uses a
tabu list to avoid infinite loops and a constant depth value as a termination criterion.

During the execution, those elements of a neighbour structure performed when switching
to the next best solution are added to the tabu list. If for example a two-city exchange is
used as a neighbour structure, the two cities that are swapped resulting in the best neigh
bour solution are added to the tabu list as a city pair. As long as this city pair is on the tabu
list this specific swap may not be performed. This means that never a transition occurs
from a solution to its preceding solution.

The algorithm start with a legal initial solution. At a transition to a new solution this new
solution is compared to the initial solution. If the value of the cost function of the new
solution is lower compared to the value of the cost function of the initial solution the new
solution is saved as initial solution. At this point, the algorithm restart and clears the tabu
list.
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Every time the algorithm restart the value of the cost function of the initial solution is com
pared to the global best solution so far. If the initial solution is a better solution the initial
solution is saved as global best solution so far. The algorithm terminates when for depth
value number of times no improvement of the initial solution is found. Figure 24 depicts
a typical tabu search route of solution transitions. The depth value is set to five.

COST

New initial Solution _, restart

New initial Solution:
Global Best Solution: _.__D--=ep_th_=_5_ ..... :

, ,, ,

--+-------------.... SOLUTION

Figure 24: Tabu search solutions transition route

The algorithm starts with the initial solution. The next best neighbour solution has a in
creased value of the cost function, so the algorithm continues the search for the next best
solution. The next neighbour found has a lower value of the cost function compared to
the initial solution, so the algorithm restarts with this solution as new initial solution. This
solution is saved as global best solution so far. The algorithm continues the search for an
improvement of the initial solution until for five times only solutions with an increased
value of the cost function are found.

6.3.2 Variable depth search

The variable depth strategy resembles the tabu search strategy. Variable depth also uses
a tabu list and a depth value. The difference compared to tabu search is that the variable
depth algorithm always performs for a depth value number of times transitions to the next
best solution. Meanwhile the best local solution is saved. After this fixed number of trans
itions, the local best solution is compared to the global best so far. If the value of the cost
function of the local best solution is lower compared to the value of the cost function of
the global best solution, the local best solution is saved as global best. The algorithm re
starts with the local best solution as initial solution. At a restart all the tabu list will also
be cleared. The algorithm terminates if the global best solution is not replaced by the local
best solution.
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Figure 25 shows a typical variable depth route of solution transitions.

COST

Initial Solution
/

Depth = 5

""" Opoi- , , • ~

-- ........... LOCal2Stun"umLocal Optimum
Global Best Solution New lniti Solution

-+--------------- SOLUTION

Figure 25: Variable depth search solutions transition route

The algorithm again starts with an initial solution which equals the global best so far. Sup
pose the depth value is set to five, so from this initial solution five solution transitions are
performed and the local best solution is saved. Mter these five transitions the value of the
cost function of the local best solution is compared to the value of the cost function of the
global best solution. The local best solution has a lower value of the cost function com
pared to the global best solution, so the local best solution is saved a global best solution
and the algorithm restarts with this local best solution as initial solution. Mter two restarts
no improvement of the global best solution is found so the algorithm terminates.

6.4 Inserting local search algorithms into LaySiChain

In the precious chapter we saw that the one of the requirements LaySiChain has to comply
with to be able to fit into the new InScanlLaySiChain flow is that LaySiChain has to pre
serve the balancing of the chains determined by InScan. Every algorithm, so even a local
search algorithm has to take this into account.

A local search algorithm always assumes a valid initial solution. Because the prepared
routing plan originates from InScan we take this solution as initial solution for the local
search algorithms.

A cost function has to be defined to be able to calculate the costs of a solution. Because a
local search algorithm attempts to find a solution with minimal cost and because we want
to minimize the total wire length of the scan chains, we take the total wire length of the
scan chains as cost function for a solution. The wire length will be computed using the
manhattan distances between the flip flops.
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To be able to examine neighbour solutions, a neighbour structure has to be defined to be
able to create a neighbourhood. As neighbour structure we take a two chain element ex
change. Because the chain elements in the chains can have different chain element lengths
we are not allowed to exchange two arbitrary chain elements. Swapping chain elements
of different chain element length could disturb the balancing of the chains. To prevent
the possibility of creating unbalanced chains, the neighbour structure is restricted to a two
chain element exchange of chain elements with equal length.

Summarizing we have chosen the following basic elements.

1. Initial solution: The solution as determined by InScan

2. Cost function: The total manhattan wire length of the scan chains

3. Neighbour structure: Two equal-length chain element exchanges

Swapping two elements in a solution can be performed both within a scan chain as well
between two different scan chains. This means, that the local search not only preserves
the balancing of the scan chains, but also modifies the scan chains so that the best partition
of the chain elements is created with respect to their layout positions. Figure 26 shows a
typical two chain element exchange of chain elements from different chains.

chain 1
SI

a) Orgininal scan chain routing

chain 1
SI LU---'-'"

previ

y

b) Scan chain routing after two chain element exchange ij

Figure 26: A two chain element exchange

so

so

so

so

Chain element i of chain 1 is swapped with chain element j of chain 2. This means that
chain element j is inserted in chain 1 on the position of chain element i namely between
element previ and element nexti. Chain element i is inserted in chain 2 between element
prevj and nextj.
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The wire length improvement of this two chain element exchange can be calculated on
basis of the wires that are removed minus the wire that form the new connections. In this
example the wire length improvement I = (A + B + C + D) - (U + V + X +Y).

At a transition to the next solution, the best neighbour of the neighbourhood of a solution
is taken. We define the best neighbour of a neighbour solution the solution from the neigh
bourhood with the lowest value of the cost function. To be able to select the best neighbour
of a neighbourhood the algorithm has to compare all solutions in the neighbourhood. Ifall
the solutions are compared on the basis of the value of the cost function the transition made
to this best solution.

Above the several basic elements of the local search algorithm are defined using the local
search principle as algorithm in LaySiChain. The local search algorithm has been im
plemented extended with the variable depth strategy. This algorithm is tested on several
designs. The next chapter gives a clear overview of the results of the several experiments.

6.5 Neighbourhood reduction techniques

The local search algorithm is based on stepwise improvement on the value of the cost func
tion of the solutions. From a given solution, the solution neighbourhood is examined and
the best neighbour solution is taken. The size of the solution neighbourhood, that is the
number of neighbour solutions, depends on the defined neighbour structure. Experiments
showed, that for large designs the neighbour structure as defined in the previous section,
neighbourhoods with a large number of solutions are created. If e.g. the two chain ele
ment exchange neighbour structure is used on a solution with 100 chain elements of equal
length, the number of swap that can be performed is

( 1~0 ) = 4950

so the neighbourhood of a solution consists of 4950 solutions. This means that every time
at a transition to the next solution, 4950 neighbour solutions have to be compared to find
the best solution. Performance problems arise when the neighbourhood of a solution with
several thousands chain elements have to be examined.

One way the prevent performance problems is to restrict the neighbourhood so that the
number ofsolutions to be examined decreases. Instead oftrying all possible swaps, a struc
ture has to be developed that selectively chooses two chain element that could be candid
ates for the swap that creates the best neighbour solution.

The main objective is to minimize the total wire length of the scan chains. This means that
we want to get rid ofunnecessary long wires between two chain elements. Every chain ele
ment is connected to a previous element or scan in pin with an input wire and connected to
a next element or a scan out pin with an output wire. A swap always consists of two chain
elements i and j. A good candidate for chain element i would be that element that has the
maximum value of the sum of the distance of chain element i to the previous element or
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pin and the distance from chain element i to the next element or pin in the chain. Instead
of trying all possible swaps, we point out a chain element pair that has to be swapped. The
number of candidates for chain element j equals the number of chain elements minus one
in the solutions. Looking at e.g. the solution with the 100 chain elements again, the num
ber of neighbour solutions is reduced from 4950 to 99.

Further reduction of the neighbourhood can be achieved by restricting the number of can
didates for chain element j. Swapping chain element i with element j means, that element
j is inserted at the position of element i and element i on the position of element j. Be
cause we want to remove the long wires connected to element i, a candidate for element
j would be the element of which the sum of distances from the previous element of i to
element j and from j to the next element of i is minimised. This means that a candidate for
element j has to be positioned close to the previous element of i and the next element of i.
The number of neighbour solutions now depends on the number of candidates for element
j that are explored.

During the selection of chain element j, we have to take into account that not only element
i is replaced by element j but also that element i is inserted at the position of j. Inserting
j at a bad position in a chain could cause an enormous increase of the total wire length.

chain 1 prey i,...··--···

SIUJ-----N

so

so

so

Figure 27: Bad swap(I): Chain routing example

Figure 27 shows an example of a chain routing. Chain element i of chain 1 is pointed out
to be the element with the longest input and output wire. Element j of chain 2 is selected
because this element is the nearest element of previ and nexti. Swapping these two ele
ments (Figure 28) results in an increase of the total wire length.

A better candidate to swap i with would be element k of chain 3. This element is not the
nearest element of previ and nexti, but by swapping i with k a reduction of the total wire
length will be achieved. Figure 29 shows the chain routing when elements i and k are
swapped.
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Figure 28: Bad swap(2): Swapping a bad candidate
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nextk

Figure 29: Bad swap(3): Swapping a better candidate

The number of neighbour solutions in the neighbourhood now depends on the number of
candidates for j that are examined. It is clear that it has to be one of the elements that
is close the previous element of i (previ) and the next element of i (nexti). Because the
physical positions of the chain elements never alters, for every chain element the N nearest
candidates are stored before starting the algorithm. A neighbourhood now consists of2*N
neighbour solutions, the N candidates of element previ and the N candidates of element
nexti.

Summarizing we can define the following phases when selecting the best neighbour solu
tion of the restricted neighbourhood.

1. Determine chain element i which contains the highest value of the sum of the dis
tance to the previous element (previ) and the distance to the next element (next i)

2. Create a neighbourhood of solutions by swapping all the candidates j of element
previ or the candidates j of element nexti with element i
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3. Select the solution of the neighbourhood that contains the lowest value of the cost
function

Experimental results showed that generally a number of ten candidates suffices to eventu
ally achieve a good global best solution. This means, especially for designs with a large
number of chain elements, an enormous improvement of the performance although the
search for the N nearest candidates of every element requires some additional time.

We have implemented tabu search with this neighbourhood reduction technique. The ex
perimental results are described in the next chapter.
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7 Experintental results

7.1 Introduction

To get an impression of the quality of the stripes and the local search algorithms, this
chapter gives the results we have been obtained with LaySiChain. A test bench containing
various industrial IC designs with different numbers of scan flip flops and scan chains has
been used to obtain a distinct overview of the results. The results per algorithm are based
on the comparison between the total original scan chain length of the scan chain routing
as determined by InScan and the total optimised scan chain length of the chain routing as
determined by LaySiChain. Because on a real design layout the wires can only be routed
strictly horizontally and vertically the L 1 rectilinear or Manhattan distances are used to
express the length of the actual required scan chain wire.

The first section shows the results of LaySiChain with the stripes algorithm. Subsequently
the results obtained using the local search algorithm with the variable depth strategy ex
tension are listed. In this section we show that a neighbour structure like the two element
exchange is not sufficient to obtain the absolute minimum scan chain routing. A neigh
bour structure extension will be proposed to improve the scan chain routing. Finally the
local search algorithm with the tabu search strategy extension and neighbourhood reduc
tion results are listed.

7.2 Stripes algorithm results

7.2.1 LaySiChain results

In this section the results using LaySiChain with the stripes algorithm are listed. Table 1
gives an overview of the wire length improvement of the several designs.

Design #FFs #Scan chains Original Optimised Stripes gain
length [cm] length [cm] [%]

iasi 100 3 5.10 1.02 80
imu 104 4 2.04 0.91 55.5
coyote 494 5 17.8 4.48 74.8 ,

lineproc 753 5 17.7 6.52 63.1
adpcm 1045 1 115.3 6.73 94.2
equ 1264 3 30.1 19.7 34.7
cic_down 1764 2 17.7 11.4 35.3
back_top 3115 9 89.4 32.6 63.5

Table 1: Stripes algorithm results

The original length is the calculated total wire length of the scan chain routing as determ
ined by InScan. The optimised length is the total wire length of the scan chain routing de-
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termined by LaySiChain. The stripes gain shows the total wire length improvement when
LaySiChain with stripes is used.

As we can see, using stripes, enormous reductions of the total scan chain wire length can
be achieved. Because the table gives no information about how the scan chains are eventu
ally routed the scan chain routings of InScan and LaySiChain of two designs are displayed
in the next figures.

In Figure 30 the InScan scan chain routing of the imu design is displayed. The imu design
contains four perfectly balanced scan chains each of26 flip flops. The InScan routing con
tains unnecessary long chain wires.

-. - - - - - -
Figure 30: The InScan chain routing of the imu design

b _

Figure 31: The LaySiChain with stripes chain routing of the imu design

Figure 31 shows the scan chain routing of the four scan chains as determined by LaySi
Chain. The new chain routing does not contain unnecessary long wire resulting in a wire
length improvement of 55.5%.
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Next the InScan routing and the LaySiChain routing of the adpcm design is displayed. This
design only contains 1 scan chain with 1045 flip flops. Figure 32 shows the terrible rout
ing determined by InScan. Routing the wires of this rat's nest on the layout is impossible
without the use of LaySiChain. This chain routing requires 1.15 meters of scan wire on a
layout area of less than 4 square millimeters.

100000 ,....-......,...-..,.....----.-~-_._____,_-_r_-,.._____r______,
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Figure 32: The InScan chain routing of the adpcm design

Because of this rat's nest this design did achieve the highest wire length improvement of
94.2%. The scan chain wire length is reduced from 1.15 meters to 6.7 centimeters. Figure
33 shows the new chain routing as determined by LaySiChain.
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Figure 33: The LaySiChain with stripes chain routing of the adpcm design

7.2.2 Conclusion

For every design ofthe test bench LaySiChain with the stripes algorithm achieved an enorm
ous reduction of the scan chain wire length. The maximum execution time was less than
3 minutes on a HP work station so performance is not a major issue of concern. However
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improving the wire length of every scan chain separately generally not brings along the
absolute minimum total wire length. Especially designs with multiple scan chains yield
a profit if an algorithm that is able to create a partition of the flip flops according to their
physical layout positions is used. Local search algorithms are able to create such a parti
tion. In the next sections experiments with local search algorithms are described.

7.3 Local search with variable depth extension results

7.3.1 LaySiChain results

In Chapter 6 (Towards further improvements) the local search algorithm was introduced.
This technique is based on the stepwise improvement on the cost function of the solution.
Furthermore some local search strategies were given as local search extensions to make
the local search algorithm useful to solve practical problems like the scan chain routing
problem.

In this section the results of LaySiChain using the local search algorithm extended with
the variable depth strategy are displayed. To be able to apply a local search algorithm the
three basic elements have to be defined. In the first local search experiments the following
basic elements are used.

1. Initial solution : The scan scan routing as determined by InScan

2. Cost function : The total manhattan scan chain wire length

3. Neighbour structure: Two equal-length chain element exchanges without neigh
bourhood reduction

Extending the local search algorithm with the variable depth strategy requires an additional
depth value. The depth value represents the number of solution transitions repeatedly has
to be performed in the search for a better global solution. Because there is no rule for the
best value the depth value has to adjusted. Several experiments have been performed on
two designs. The results presented in table 2 show that the wire length gain increases for
higher values of the depth, but a depth value over loo does not improve the gain anymore.
Figure 34 illustrates the transitions performed on the imu design with a depth value of 25.
As can be seen the total number of transitions equals 150 which is a multiple of the depth
value indicating 5 restarts of the algorithm.
A part of the solution transitions is shown in Figure 35. The figure illustrates that not only
transitions to solutions with a decreased value of the cost function are performed. Trans
itions to solutions with an increased value of the cost function are also permitted.
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Design Depth Original Optimised Vardepth gain
length [em] length [em] [%]

iasi 5 5.10 1.75 65.7
10 5.10 1.74 65.9
25 5.10 1.66 67.7

100 5.10 1.35 73.5
250 5.10 1.35 73.5

imu 5 2.04 0.89 56.3
10 2.04 0.86 57.5
25 2.04 0.84 58.8

100 2.04 0.73 64.1
250 2.04 0.73 64.1

Table 2: Variable depth results with different depth values
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Figure 34: Imu vardepth solution transitions
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Figure 35: Imu part of vardepth solution transitions
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7.3.2 Solution improvements

Using the local search algorithm with the variable depth extension apparently resulted in
an improvement of the gain of the imu design compared to the stripes algorithm. In order
to check whether further improvements are possible the new scan chain routing of the imu
design is examined. Figure 36 shows the new scan chain routing as determined by the
LaySiChain using the local search algorithm with variable depth extension. What does
catch the eye immediately is the presence of unnecessary wire crossings. Removing these
wire crossings would result in a further improvement of the gain.

Figure 36: LaySiChain with variable depth chain routing of the imu design. depth =25

One way to remove the wire crossings immediately is performing wire crossing removal
technique on the selected solution. We have extended and implemented this as follows.

1. Step to the best neighbour solution by exploring the neighbourhood created by two
element exchanges

2. Remove for all scan chains of this best neighbour. only if this results in an improve
ment of the value of the cost function. the worst wire crossing in the scan chain.

Figure 37 displays a typical wire crossing removal. If only two element exchanges were
applied. this crossing could only be removed by subsequently swapping element 2 and 7. 3
and 6. and 4 and 5. The wire crossing removal technique only requires one step. Swapping
two edges of two different scan chains is not possible because this leads to unbalanced
chains.
Table 3 shows the results using the edge swap extension for the same several values of the
depth value. Comparing the gain values to those from the previous table we see that for
all runs the gain has been improved.
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b) Scan chain routing after removing the wire crossing

Figure 37: A wire crossing removal example

Design Depth Original Optimised Vardepth gain
length [em] length [em] [%]

iasi 5 5.10 1.05 79.3
10 5.10 1.05 79.4
25 5.10 1.05 79.3

100 5.10 1.05 79.3
250 5.10 1.05 79.3

imu 5 2.04 0.75 63.0
10 2.04 0.75 63.0
25 2.04 0.72 64.6

100 2.04 0.67 67.0
250 2.04 0.67 67.0

Table 3: Variable depth results with edge swapping
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Figure 38 shows the new scan chains routing of the imu design. As can be seen all the wire
crossings are removed.

Figure 38: LaySiChain with variable depth chain routing and edge swapping of imu
design, depth = 25

Table 4 lists the wire length improvement using the variable depth search strategy with the
wire crossing removal extension on the test bench designs. The depth value is set to 25.

Design #FFs #Scan chains Original Optimised Vardepth gain
length [cm] length [cm] [%]

iasi 100 3 5.10 1.05 79.3
imu 104 4 2.04 0.72 64.6
coyote 494 5 17.8 3.89 78.1
lineproc 753 5 17.7 4.92 72.1
adpcm 1045 1 115.3 5.33 95.4
equ 1264 3 30.1 13.8 54.3
cic_down 1764 2 17.7 9.28 47.5
back_top 3115 9 89.4 20.6 79.9

Table 4: Variable depth results with edge swapping, depth =25

Figure 39 shows the new scan chain routing of the adpcm design.

7.3.3 Conclusion

One major advantage of local search algorithms compared to the stripes algorithm is that
local search algorithms are able to change the partition of the chain elements on the scan
chains as determined by InScan. Improvements of the gain can therefore be expected es
pecially with designs with multiple scan chains.
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Figure 39: The LaySiChain with variable depth and edge swapping chain routing of the
adpcm design

Table 5 displays the gain we have obtained using the local search algorithm compared to
the stripes algorithm. All designs except one show an improvement of the total wire length.

Design Stripes length Variable depth length Gain
[cm] [cm] [%]

iasi 1.02 1.05 -2.9
imu 0.91 0.72 20.9
coyote 4.48 3.89 13.2
lineproc 6.52 4.92 24.5
adpcm 6.73 5.33 20.8
equ 19.7 13.8 29.9
cic_down 11.4 9.28 18.6
back..top 32.6 20.6 36.8

Table 5: Variable depth compared to stripes

In order to obtain a descent scan chain routing without wire crossings, we saw that the
selection of the next solution minimally has to consist of two phases. First the selection
of the best neighbour solution of the neighbourhood has te be performed. Next the wire
crossings have to be remove from this selected solution.
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7.4 Local search with tabu extension results

7.4.1 LaySiChain results

This section describes the results we have obtained by using LaySiChain with the local
search algorithm extended with the tabu search strategy. For the neighbour structure not
the ordinary two element exchange is used, but the neighbour reduction technique as de
scribed in the previous chapter has been implemented. Besides the depth value we have
to define the number of candidates of every chain element. This number of elements de
termines the number of neighbour solutions of the neighbourhood of a solution. Also the
in the previous section introduced edge swapping or wire crossing removal technique' has
been applied.

Summarizing, the following steps are performed when selecting the best neighbour solu
tion.

1. Determine element i which contains the highest value of the sum of the input and
output wire length

2. Create a neighbourhood of solution by swapping all the candidates of the previous
element of i and the candidates of the next elements of i with i

3. Select the best solution form this neighbourhood

4. Remove for all scan chains of this best solution, only if this results in an improve
ment of the value of the cost function, the wire crossing that results in the best im
provement

To be able to determine a rather good value of the number of candidates, we did some test
on the two designs with different candidate and depth values. Table 6 lists the results. As
can be seen, we did not obtain big difference of the gain using different values of the depth
value and the number of candidates.

Table 7 lists the results we have been obtained using LaySiChain with tabu search. The
depth value is set to 25 and the number of candidates to 10.
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Design Depth Candidates Original optimised Tabu gain
length [cm] length [cm] [%]

iasi 5 5 5.10 1.24 75.6
10 5.10 1.28 75.0
25 5.10 1.21 76.3

10 5 5.10 1.24 75.6
10 5.10 1.20 76.5
25 5.10 1.21 76.3

25 5 5.10 1.21 76.1
10 5.10 1.20 76.5
25 5.10 1.18 76.7

imu 5 5 2.04 0.80 60.9
10 2.04 0.83 59.5
25 2.04 0.81 60.1

10 5 2.04 0.80 60.8
10 2.04 0.81 60.3
25 2.04 0.82 60.1

25 5 2.04 0.78 61.9
10 2.04 0.81 61.9
25 2.04 0.76 62.4

Table 6: Tabu search results with edge swapping

Design #FFs #Scan chains Original optimised Tabu gain
length [cm] length [cm] [%]

iasi 100 3 5.10 1.20 76.5
imu 104 4 2.04 0.81 60.3
coyote 494 5 17.8 4.67 73.7
lineproc 753 5 17.7 5.31 69.9
adpcm 1045 1 115.3 6.38 94.5
equ 1264 3 30.1 14.4 52.2
cic_down 1764 2 17.7 9.41 46.8
back_top 3115 9 89.4 24.1 73.0

Table 7: Tabu search results with edge swapping, candidates = 10, depth = 25
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Figure 40 shows the new scan chain routing of the adpcm design using the local search with
tabu search algorithm. If we compare this chain routing with that created by the variable
depth algorithm of figure 39, the influences of the neighbourhood reduction are distinctly
present. Further reduction of the wire length could be achieve by raising the number of
candidates. However, this would result in a decreased performance.
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Figure 40: The LaySiChain with tabu search chain routing of the adpcm design

7.4.2 Conclusion

Table 8 shows the gain when using the local search with tabu search extension compared
to the stripes algorithm. Except for the iasi design, all the LaySiChain runs resulted in a
further improvement of the gain. However, if we compare these results to the variable
depth-against-stripes results of the previous section, this gain shows less improvements.

Design Stripes length Tabu length Gain
[cm] [cm] [%]

iasi 1.02 1.20 -17.6
imu 0.91 0.81 11.0
coyote 4.48 4.67 4.2
lineproc 6.52 5.31 18.6
adpcm 6.73 6.38 5.2
equ 19.7 14.4 26.9
dc_down 11.4 9.41 17.5
back..top 32.6 24.1 26.1

Table 8: Tabu search compared to stripes
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7.5 Total overview

Table 9 gives an overview of the results of some large designs of the test bench. The local
search algorithms achieved an additional wire length improvement compared to stripes on
all designs. Variable depth achieved the best improvements but required the maximum
execution time. Using tabu search with neighbourhood reduction resulted in a reduction
of the execution time compared to variable depth. This indicated the importance of a per
formance improvement technique in order to make the algorithm useful. In the future,
further research has to be done in the field of performance improvements.

Design Optimised wire length [cm] Execution time
stripes variable depth Tabu Stripes Variable depth Tabu

adpcm 6.73 5.33 6.38 Im.26s 5h.16m 3h.15m
equ 19.7 13.8 1404 Im.07s Iho42m Oho48m
cic_down 11.4 9.28 9041 2mo4Os 5h.25m 2ho4Om
back_top 32.6 20.6 24.1 Im.59s 20h.03m 3h.23m

Table 9: Total overview
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8 Future developments

Previous chapters showed that an enormous reduction of the total scan chain wire length
can be obtained when LaySiChain with the stripes algorithm is used. However, the local
search algorithms indicated the possibility of further improvements of LaySiChain. Al
though the local search algorithms are already useful, this chapter lists some possible de
velopments to extend and improve the local search algorithms in the future.

Performance improvements

Local search algorithms are based on stepwise improvement on the value of the cost func
tion by exploring neighbour solutions. During execution, when an improved solution is
found, this solution has to be saved as global best solution so far.
The implementation of the local search algorithms is based on an available ED&T data
structure called SDS, utilised to store routing plan information. This SDS data structure is
used to store a local search solution. Because the SDS data structure is very extensive, a
major part of the execution time is consumed by saving the full routing plan. The develop
ment of a separate fast data structure, just containing the significant information required
to perform a legal reordering of the scan chains, could be one of the future developments.

Cost function extensions

Accept in a limited way unbalanced scan chains
The local search algorithms with the variable depth and tabu search strategy extensions use
a cost function with only one dependency namely the total wire length of the scan chains.
Because the balancing of the scan chains is preserved, the two element exchange neigh
bour structure is limited to element exchanges ofequal number of flip nops. Ifmany chain
elements ofdifferent number of flip nops occur in the scan chains then the algorithm is gen
erally not able to create the best partition of the chain elements with respect to the absolute
minimum wire length.
In order to create the best partition, we have to permit two chain element exchanges of
different number of flip nops such that in a limited way temporary unbalanced scan chains
are created. The algorithm is charged with less constraints when creating the best parti
tion of the chain elements according to the physical placement of the chain elements in the
layout.
Permitting in a limited way unbalanced scan chains can be achieved e.g. by extending the
cost function with a variable that is related to the degree of unbalance of the scan chains.

Take possible wire congestion into account
The objective of LaySiChain is to reduce the total wire length required to connect all flip
flops in the scan chains. LaySiChain supposes enough space for the scan wire to be routed
in the layout. However, especially within crowded routing areas, inserting scan wires could
lead to routing violations and congestion.
The congestion could be avoided by taking crowded wire areas into account while rout
ing the scan chains. This means that we have to prohibit scan chains to be routed through
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this problem areas. Because the def netlist contains a full description of the routed nets,
information about crowded wire areas could be retrieved from this def netlist.
On way to avoid that the scan chains are routed through crowded wire areas is extend
ing the cost function of the local search algorithms with a variable related to the available
routing space.
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9 Conclusion

In this report we showed the importance of ordering flip flops of a scan chain taking the
layout information into account. Using this technique, a former prototype tool called Lay
SiChain showed auspicious results. However the required design steps to achieve this were
rather inefficient and laborious.

This report presented a new design of the LaySiChain functionality. We examined the
former design flow and indicated the improvement reasons. We present a totally new sim
plified and orderly design flow and a fully automated and user friendly LaySiChain tool
with an enhanced connection with InScan. The Cadence Framework is also not required
anymore. This improved LaySiChain is based on the stripes algorithm. Experiments on
industrial designs showed an average wire length improvement of 60%. The new Lay
SiChain code was reviewed and excepted as an official ED&T tool. The date of the first
release will be on June 1997.

Secondly local search algorithms were described for further improvements ofLaySiChain.
Where the stripes algorithm only reorders the flip flops within one scan chain, the local
search algorithms are able to create a partition of the flip flops taking the layout informa
tion into account. Two local search strategies, variable depth search and tabu search were
introduced. Because of large execution times of variable depth search, tabu search was ex
tended with a performance improving technique call neighbourhood reduction. Both the
local search strategies resulted in an additional improvement of the wire length compared
to the improvements obtained with stripes to even 35% where variable depth returning the
better result. However, the enormous reductions of the execution time of tabu search com
pared to variable depth search showed the profit of the neighbourhood reduction.

Although the stripes algorithm achieved enormous reductions of the wire length of vari
ous industrial designs, the local search algorithm indicated the possibility towards further
improvements. Because of performance reasons, these improved algorithms were not yet
supported in the official release. Performance improvements could be one of the future
developments.
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